such that if T is the set of integers satisfying none of the congruences, then x^T t lfg#^2
PROOF. By our hypothesis there exist congruences #=a* (mod &<), l^i^n, such that if T is the set of integers satisfying none of the congruences, then x^T t lfg#^2
n , yet TT £ 0. T contains negative integers; let x 0 be the greatest nonpositive element of T. Then the congruences x=a,i-Xo (mod ô») satisfy (A). Now we assume we have n congruences satisfying. (A). Suppose x^a (mod b) is one. Since (A) implies b\a, there exists a prime p such that p a \ b but p«\a. Suppose b =p a q. Then we could replace this congruence with x=a (mod p a ) without losing (A). Moreover, if a>l and p\a y our original congruence could be replaced with x^a (mod p), still without losing (A). Thus we may assume all our congruences are of the form #=a (mod p a ) (for various primes p), where a> 1 implies p\ a. This is a start toward (B).
We illustrate our proof of (C) by taking the case p = 2. By the last paragraph we can assume our congruences are of three types: Q.E.D. The rest of the proof consists in showing that given a set of congruences as in Claim 1 we can apply Claim 2 so as to prove N>0, in contradiction to (A). We sketch the proof for wè20; smaller n can be handled by special arguments. Let there be ki congruences modulo pi for 1 ^i^t, where them's are prime and pi<p%< • • • <pt. We take 5= [n/3] -1. (If this is more than t everything works with s = / -1.) We will show 2»(i-i: v^na-v^
The right side of (3) has s+1 factors with sum n+s+l and so is maximized by ((w+s+l)/(s+l))* +1^4n/8 . From inspection of a table of primes and known theorems we have ?r(n -s)^ [n/3] for n*£2Q; from this we conclude ]C*-*+i ki^n-$<p[ n /z)* Then letting po^pin/z] andfe 0 = S<-*+i ki we have the lef t side of (3) is à2 n H{. 0 (1-ki/pi), where fe»^ [log 2 pi], l^i^s.
By elementary inequalities this product can be seen to exceed
